
STITCHER’S GARDEN--AUGUST, 2021 
Supply List 

 
 If you were at class in July, you got the demo and handout for the piping, as well as the 
flowers to trace for the applique for the fringe technique. If you have not gotten those, you can 
get them at the August class or stop by before if you have paid for that class—I will catch you 
up on technique at the August class. 
 
For this class we will do “fringing” and “Bobbin Work”—either on your traced flowers for the 
first block (Month #9 on your handout) and you will get the pattern handouts for Month #10 
at class, as well as patterns for Month #11—chenille. Several students have ordered a Fringe 
foot and they should be ready for pick -up soon.  Month 11 in September we will work on the 
chenille strips (I have the strips for you) and also the Month #12 Rick-Rack and Fringe flowers, 
and you will also get an “optional” block if you want.  If you have machine embroidery 
available, bring a USB and I will give you the designs for the small floral blocks then with your 
paid class fee for September! 
 
If you stitched your piping on #8 Block—please bring for show and tell!!  
 
 For August 13th or 14th bring: 
  -Your quilted background for #9 and some fabrics to “play” with for # 10 
  -Sewing machine with power cord, foot control and presser feet 
  **Fringe foot if available 
  **Bobbin Work Bobbin Case if available 
   **I will supply the threads for the bobbin work samples 
  -Fabric for centers of flowers #9 (we will work on larger squares and 
   then trim to the oval shape).  If you want to attach the centers you 
   can do that ahead, but you will be working through several layers 
   so it is usually easier to work on a stabilized square, cut the shape  
   later and applique it down.  
  -Basic sewing supplies 
     **I will have Tear Away for you in class!! 
 
  


